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If you open the bottom of the box, you will see PILOT engraved in English on the bottom of the mechanical pencil case.

But it doesn't look like the commonly known Pori.

This time, I opened the top of the box and found that the K mark was engraved on the top of each box.

Now it has revealed itself. There is a seal attached to each container.

And the production year is 1981..😲
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The overall appearance is a cylinder that stores the core inside an angled rectangle. It consisted of two shapes

Strangely, the lead of the Milky Way mechanical pencil, a product from a company that will be released later, was of the 

same shape as the Pori.

However, the biggest problem is another product of this company...
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This is Pilseung Industry's Wanggeomi sharp lead.

Uh... it's a little hard to see, but if you read the seal carefully...

It's 0.8 m/m...!

Is it the world's first or Korea's first... Anyway, 0.8mm has been confirmed along with Turkey's 0.6mm😳

The owner of the stationery store said that it disappeared after a while.

The only thing I heard was that my father tried it because he found it fascinating... I couldn't find it anywhere on Google, 

let alone Shayeon.

Why is one of them an ENGEL sharpie?
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And the former mission of Dorco, which supplies razors to the military,

Dorco lead from Hanil Industries....

The problem is that this is the same mold as Pilseung Industrial Co.'s Wanggeomi mechanical pencil lead... and even 

the numbering engraving is the same....

If this is the case, what kind of company was Pilseung Industrial Company....😵

Treasure Island also had products from companies like Monami, Donga, and Sony(?).

I didn't post a post about my visit because I was too lazy to do it.

This time, I couldn't help but upload it...! 🙄

comment Registration order Latest Interested post comment notification

2022.01.24. 22:06 Reply

Jordan River

The 1992 Porisim is no match for it. Haha, he's old.

2022.01.24. 22:07 Reply

Tongkang

and........

2022.01.24. 22:08 Reply

Rtp

ㄷㄷㄷ

2022.01.24. 22:14 Reply

lobe

Today’s travel posts are legendary.

2022.01.24. 22:27 Reply

Youngest member in 5th grade

Wow....81 year old...

2022.01.24. 22:37 Reply

RAHMEN

thief

Five colored cube piece
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2022.01.24. 22:43 Reply

Five-colored cube piece

Oh my god, it's really hard to see green onions, how can I do that.....

2022.01.24. 23:19 Reply

NANO PROOF

Wow..d

2022.01.24. 23:23 Reply

old generation humans

It's surprising that there are so many things I'm seeing for the first time.

2022.01.24. 23:25 Reply

Nampoleone

ㅇㅅㅇ''

2022.01.25. 00:04 Write a reply

Pussy cat

This is my first time seeing it at 0.8mm.

2022.01.25. 00:27 Write a reply

Neodymium

and sony

2022.01.25. 12:54 Reply

luxy

It hasn't even been a month since this year started, but there are a lot of posts about exploring legends...

2022.01.25. 03:46 Write a reply

SDUK

awesome..
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Yugun

Geography… .yo. this
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Variab1e

ㅘ
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Coming

There was that, and it was from 1981.

2022.01.26. 15:44 Reply

chestnut tree

Ah, this. awesome

Rahil
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